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PROFESSIONAL
SUMMARY

Freelance PA / Runner with 2+ years experience in the industry. Assisted on a
variety of shoots from lifestyle and music to sports and car commercials,
working under lead producers for global clients and high profile talent.

Excited by new challenges and passionate about film-making. Looking to
continue gaining industry experience to enhance team-work, communication
and leadership skills by shadowing expert professionals. Long term aspirations
are to become a full time film writer & director.

WORK HISTORY Family Creative (FMLY CRTV)
Reference - Dave Kennedy (dave@family-creative.co.uk)

Nov 2021 - Jan 2024

Fresh out of university, the role began as an internship serving as an extra pair
of hands for both production and post teams, expanding knowledge on the
entire process from some of the best in the game and supporting the team
across the board. Eventually becoming a full time PA taking on more
responsibility and working on several projects at a time.

- Responsible for paperwork such as Call Sheets, RA’s, Release Forms &
Talent Contracts.

- Managed production logistics such as Travel, Accommodation &
Catering.

- Deck design for Job Pitches / PPM’s / Casting / Locations.
- Managed bookings for Freelancers / Talent / Locations.
- Took charge of PA / Runner duties on shoot days, often leading a team

of freelance runners.
- Covered several roles on set (DIT / Camera Assisting / AD)
- Worked with high profile talent / talent representatives.
- Managed recon for production expenses and job wraps.
- Assisted Directors (FMLY Roster) in pre production with Image

Research and Treatment Designs.
- Directed and produced smaller scale jobs with low budgets.

EDUCATION Royal Holloway University of London Sep 2018 - Jul 2021

Bachelor of Arts : Film, TV & Digital Production (2:1)

SKILLS - Organization and time management.
- Excellent communicator.
- Flexible and adaptable.
- Teamwork and collaboration.
- Always eager and quick to learn.
- Proficient in Google Workspace & Microsoft Office Suite.
- Familiar with FarmersWife / Premiere Pro / Lightroom / Indesign.
- Bilingual: English & Spanish (Both Native)

References shown upon request.
This CV may be kept on file and distributed for employment purposes.
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